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Holstein

Ayrshire Jersey Brown Swiis and Canadienne

Nine Semex Alliance sires among the top ten in the Holstein breed
This time, with the modifications to the LPI formula that put more emphasis on the health
and fertility traits, there were some more significant variations in the ranking of proven sires.
The sires with the highest indexes for daughter fertility make gains contrary to those with a
lower index for that trait.
Among the proven sires : Goldwyn is 2nd for LPI and #1 for type with an rating of +18.
Ashlar is 4th thanks to very high indexes for daughter fertility and calving ability. Mr Burns
is 6th, Dolman 7th, Pagewire 9th and Bonair 10th. Among those who show the most
improvement are Derek with a gain of 251 LPI points, Samuelo (+234) and Ashlar (+192).
More details (PDF file - 53 kb)

Among the newcomers :

Highview Carnival Kevyn, GP-81-2Y
daughter of Glenhaven Carnival

Glenhaven Carnival (Goodluck x
Rudolph), 3rd for LPI, 72 kg of fat.
Kerndtway Howie MACE (Morty x BW
Marshall), conformation + 12.
Stantons Sidney (Lheros x Rudolph),
8th for LPI, conformation +11.
Comestar Littoral (Stormatic x
Rudolph), 2433 kg of milk.
Charpentier Magot (Morty x Igniter),
conformation +15.

Sugar-Valley Howie 1251, GP-82-2Y (USA)
daughter of Kerndtway Howie-ET

Syt005 Magot 642, GP-83-2Y
daughter of Charpentier Magot

Simonhof Sidney Adele, GP-83-2Y
daughter of Stantons Sidney

Bujoule Eva Littoral, VG-86-2Y
daughter of Comestar Littoral

Ayrshire

Ayr-Ouelle K-M Valentina, VG-86-2Y
daughter of Blackaddar Karamilk

Among the Ayrshire sires, Normandin
remains the top Canadian sire with +2324
LPI. He is followed by new proven
Blackaddar Karamilk (Pardner x BB
Kellogg), with +2053 LPI. Among the
newcomers are St Clement Edmour (B
Jurist x Trident) with a well-balanced proof,
Des Prairies Potter (Jerry x Brendan) with
a rating of + 12 for type and Kildare
Sylvest (Sylvester x Patrick) who is very
strong for health traits.
More details

Jersey
In the Jersey breed, Legacy and Senior remain on top of the list and two newcomers are
added to the proof sheet : Lencrest Blackstone-ET MACE (Parade x Declo), a production
specialist, and Bridon Excitation (Sambo x Renaissance) with a balanced proof.
More details

Bridon Be Gee, VG-87-2Y
daughter of Bridon Excitation

Silveira Blackstone 119, VG-80-2Y (USA)
daughter of Lencrest Blackstone-ET

Fragances David Zerelda, EX-2Y
daughter of Kulp Gen Banker David ET

